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The story of Alarie Windsor is the story of
Splash core values lived out. This humble,
hungry, and smart individual would never
have guessed she’d find herself working at
a carwash, much less making it her career.
Growing up in a family of five, Alarie's
family was everything to her. Still today,
she describes her family as the most
important thing in the world, saying, "At
the end of the day, if times got hard, it
wouldn't matter, because I know I'd have
my family behind me!" Her Mom remains a
rock in her life, and they are able to talk
on a daily basis. Those calls are often just
to talk as friends but are also filled with
great advice from Mom. Alarie attributes
much of her work ethic to the example
her parents set for her growing up.

"THE AMOUNT OF JUST LOVE
AND GRATITUDE I HAVE
TOWARDS THIS COMPANY IS
JUST TRULY OVERWHELMING
BECAUSE OF THE WAY I'VE
GROWN AS AN INDIVIDUAL."

Unlike most kids, Alarie always dreaded the classic question, “What do you want
to be when you grow up?” “I wasn't one of those kids that is like ‘I’m going to be a
firefighter.’ ‘I want to be an astronaut.’ I never knew what I wanted to do.” After
graduating from Vilonia High School, Alarie started at UCA and again dreaded the
question, “What do you want to do with your major?” She genuinely had no idea.
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In 2020, Alarie found herself scrolling job listings on Indeed.com after being let go
from her retail job during the Coronavirus pandemic. She came across a listing
from Splash Carwash. Although she had never been to the Conway store before,
she went ahead and applied hopeful to land a job to help pay for gas. Alarie
started as a Service Guru and then a SWAT team member. She loved working on
Interior Super Cleans because it helped with her ADHD by giving her something
to do her hands. She soon discovered it would satisfy more than just her need to f
-idget, she truly fell in love with making people
smile with the gift of a clean car. She began
pouring herself into her work, squeezing school
in during her breaks. She quickly realized she
had discovered her passion, “By the end of my
first semester, I basically had been moved into a
supervisor role. I didn't take the traditional fouryear-degree route like so many of my peers did,
but I don't regret it after seeing how everything
has unfolded at Splash and the opportunities
ahead."
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She went on, "In December of that same
year, I had a long conversation with Danie
[Swanepoel, Director of People and
Culture] and Griffin [Kuhn, Director of
Operations]. Danie told me in that
conversation, ‘I’m not asking you to drop
out of school. That’s not what we want
you to do, but there are leadership
opportunities for you here and there is a
management role that will be waiting for
you whenever you’re ready.’” After talking
with her manager and her parents, she
decided she wanted to take the leap of
“I THANK GOD EVERY SINGLE
faith. "I finished up my finals for the year
DAY THAT I DID STUMBLE
ACROSS THAT SPLASH JOB
and then I told him that I had made the
APPLICATION.”
decision. Since then, the amount of love
and gratitude I have towards this company is just so overwhelming because of
the way I've grown as an individual. It blows my mind to even say out loud
because of where I was just two years ago." Around the time Alarie started at
Splash, she went through the tragedy of losing her cousin, in an emotionally
devastating season of life. Through counseling and the support from people
around her, she was able to push forward. "My co-workers that loved on me and
cared for me in a genuine and authentic way meant the world to me", she said.
"The opportunity I have at such a young age is because Splash believed in me and
my potential. Hopefully, I’ve been able to prove them right." Now Alarie gives
advice to her peers to not let age be a barrier to where they want to be in life.
"You can do anything you put your mind to. I did not imagine myself being in
management at all, but here I am through self-determination and hard work. I’ve
proven to the people around me that age should not limit you.”
Her family, who were initially skeptical about her leaving college, now have seen
and trust Splash so much so that they now have sent their son Caden, Alarie’s
brother (pictured above), to also join the team. They stay active by re-sharing
Splash social media posts. “They say it themselves, Splash is the company that
you want to send your kids to if you want them to have people surrounding and
uplifting them. In a world where most women in the car wash industry are on
average 43 years old and stay less than a year, Alarie has proven that with
humility and hard work, the sky is the limit. “I thank God every single day that I did
stumble across that Splash job application.”

FUN
FACTS

Alarie loves going on coffee runs, road trips to the
beach and loving on her dog, Sylas. Christmas can't
come soon enough for Alarie as its her favorite holiday.
A great night for Alarie would include a hot peppermint
mocha, a true crime documentary, and her pup!

BRANDON WEST
"Brandon is cross-trained in the Wash Guardian
and Service Guru positions. He has recently been
training at our Lube facility and is on the fast path
to being certified. Brandon comes into his shifts
each day, looking for ways that he can not only
serve our guests, but also the team around him.
Whether that is picking up trash in the Free
Vacuum area without having to be asked or
spending extra time closing the Wash tunnel/Lube
to ensure cleanliness."
- Bryan Hooten, Location Manager

JOSEPH HERNANDEZ
"Joseph Hernandez has been an amazing addition
to the team since we brought him on. He is an
energy-provider for us on the belt! We can't
express how much Joseph makes a difference on
the belt. We are excited to continue his growth in
our leadership team and look forward to what he
will become as time goes on."
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- Teague Butcher, Location Manager

KELSEY FRITZIUS
“Kelsey is a SWAT Lead for the Congo team. Every
day Kelsey is kind and uplifting to our guests and
team members around her. There is no standard as
she strives to improve our store's culture daily for
anyone who enters, all while setting a great
example for her team. Kelsey has diligently taken
over responsibilities to help make the day-to-day
run as efficiently as possible. We are blessed to
have her on our team!”
- Connor Porter, Location Manager

EDWIN CAMPOS
"Edwin has been a rock for us over the last couple
of months and we can not thank him enough for all
the hard work he is giving us. We are excited to
spend more time and invest in him as we continue
to expand in NWA, because we are going to need
his steady and hard work ethic to help us train and
open more stores with excellence."
- Teague Butcher, Location Manager

SKYLAR GIBSON
"Skylar is a part of the team that helped launch our
Cabot location. Starting at Service Guru, she
quickly moved on to learn the Wash Guardian
position and is now almost certified in the Lube.
She has recently become a Wash Keyholder and
the sky is the limit for where she will head. Skylar
has a smile on her face before walking in for her
shifts and maintains a positive attitude throughout
the day, no matter any given situation. She boosts
the morale in any environment that she is placed in
and she lives out every core value daily."
- Alarie Windsor, Location Manager

“Seth embodies everything there is about OUR
CORE VALUES! Seth shows up every day always
looking for the opportunity to make someone's
day better or put a smile on a customers face. He is
always intentional with his training and always
willing to go the extra mile to ensure our guests
and employees leave knowing they matter. Seth is
the future of Splash and the future of our many up
and coming leaders! ”
- Shea Decker, Location Manager
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SETH DICKESON

BRAEDEN LEE
"Braeden wants the moon and more with Splash.
He has grown exponentially and strives to become
the number one in a store one day. He has passion
for the team and the guests and he wants
everything done with excellence. When Braeden is
in charge, I do not have to worry."
- Summer Hutchinson, Location Manager

KATE THOMPSON

- Aaron Boarders, Location Manager

SKYLER LANCASTER
“Skyler started out at our JFK location and made
the move to the new Cabot location this year,
becoming a Lube Keyholder very fast. Skyler goes
the second mile, often having personable
conversations with each guest, and making sure
they are thought of and cared for. He is a great
leader in the Lube that is willing to offer a helping
hand to any team member that might need it.”
- Bryan Hooten, Location Manager
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"Kate has been with Splash for a while now. Kate is
one of the Facility Coordinators at the Maumelle
Location! Kate is responsible for making sure the
Maumelle location is staying clean and that the
required maintenance is being done with
excellence. In this new role, Kate has been teaching
team members and coaching all of us up on the
maintenance side of the business. Show some love
for Kate!"

TONY HURTADO
"Tony Hurtado has been with us since his
senior year of high school. He has been with us
through our highs and lows. This year he is
starting Splash's Emerging Leader program
after pulling Codie and I aside and saying he
is ready to take the next step. We are super
excited to watch him grow and learn more
with us and Splash, not only professionally but
personally."
- Teague Butcher, Location Manager

CAMRYN JOYNER
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"Camryn has been a big help to the Maumelle
location. Camryn was hired at the Maumelle Lube
and transferred over to the Wash. Camryn is the
type of employee that will go above and beyond
in every position! She is fully trained as a Lube
Tech, Service Guru, and SWAT! Without Camryn,
Maumelle wouldn't be the same!"
- Aaron Boarders, Location Manager

TREVER BAKER
“Trever has been with our Splash team for 10
years now. For those 10 years, Trever has
brought an unmatched positive attitude. He
strives for excellence daily and continues to
raise the standard in our Lube. His knowledge,
work ethic, and care truly embody the Splash
standard. We are lucky to have him on our
team!”
- Connor Porter, Location Manager

SHINING
REVIEWS

"This place is IMPRESSIVE! I was blown away
by the service, the attention to detail, the
innovation and the friendliness of my
experience. I can't wait for the West Little Rock
one to open! You got my business!"
"I'm a Lyft driver throughout Central Arkansas.
I have used MANY auto car wash services and
Splash does the best of them all! Nice people,
great service! I recommend the Best Wash
Unlimited package. Give them a try. You won't
be disappointed! Stay clean on the road!!"
"Today was my very first time visiting the
Cabot location and I'm in awe!! The service was
excellent and Sebastian and Dakota are the
best! I left there in tears of joy! Bless them with
all of your business please!!!"

5 STAR TRACKER
CABOT:
MAUMELLE:
CONGO:
RUSSELLVILLE:
ROGERS:
GEYER SPRINGS:
CONWAY:
CHENAL:
JFK:
MASSARD:
GREENBRIER:
HWY-71:
MORRILTON:
LANDERS:

58
51
44
39
35
31
30
28
23
9
6
4
4
1

CELEBRATIONS
NEW FACES

Blake
Kern

Cody
Hudson

Tyler
LaMarr

These three gentlemen will serve on our
Facilities team. Codie is the most recent
addition, servicing our Central Arkansas
locations. Tyler is dedicated to servicing
the state's largest carwash, our newest
location in Maumelle. Finally, Blake, who
is a former Arkansas Razorback football
player, will primarily help with our newlocation build-outs.

NEW SPLASH BABIES
Join us in celebrating new life! These team members have welcomed new little ones into the
world this past quarter. Congratulations from your Splash Family! As they get older and are
looking for a place to work, we know a place!

Cole
Dixon

Jeff
Turk

Jordan
Strandridge

Matthew
Cook

Charisa
Rodriguez

MARRIAGE
Reagan (Grubbs) Hamm

ANNIVERSARIES
This group of guys all celebrated their five-year work anniversary this quarter. They have
worked as automotive technicians through the years. Sundance, Drew, and Will work at our
Landers Rd. location in Benton. Cord worked alongside this group of guys for several years,
but is now responsible for facilitating our oil change training and procedures at all locations.

Cord
Henderson

Sundance
Duke, Sr.

Drew
Hood

Will
Chaney
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The week after pouring an immense amount of effort into helping in a
successful opening of our Maumelle location, Reagan got hitched! We are
excited for your new adventure! Your Splash family is rooting for you!

ARKANSAS'
LARGEST
CARWASH
QUARTER'S FEATURE STORY | PAGE 17

Vision became reality this quarter. When
Splash first set eyes on this 38,000 sq. ft.
facility, it had been sitting vacant in Maumelle
for years, having previously been a Walmart
Neighborhood Market. Having travelled to see
large, "big-box" carwash facilities in both
Europe and the United States, the Splash
Leadership team saw an opportunity to bring
this type of facility to Arkansas. A multi-year
project was underway. Converting this
building into a carwash brought many
challenges, but none that were too difficult to
overcome. It was truly remarkable to watch
the transformation that our Installation team
and our construction partners at Baldwin &
Shell were able to pull off. We were fortunate
to have great partnerships, including Colliers
International and Arvest Bank as well, that
bought into the vision and helped bring it to
life. This opening marks the company's 17th
location, but was an unforgettable milestone.

ABOUT THE
FACILITY
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When you hear "38,000 sq. ft.", it's hard to
imagine how a carwash could fill the space, but
as you look closer, you can see the space is
filled intentionally with the aim of providing an
incredible customer experience. With such a
large space, we were able to do some unique
things. With many of our customers being
mothers, we were excited to offer a safe,
indoor kid's park to keep the little ones
entertained. The indoor free vacuums have
been a customer-favorite, allowing reprieve
from the outside weather. You enter the
carwash inside the building, adding to the
overall experience. The lobby is equipped with
free WiFi and refreshments as you watch your
vehicle receive our express interior cleaning
service on two conveyor belts in front of you.
We look forward to many years serving our
new neighborhood in Maumelle.

FLY-THROUGH VIDEO TOUR

MAKING IT
HAPPEN
QUARTER'S FEATURE STORY | PAGE 19

At Splash, our Install Team performs 100% of
our own equipment installation, including things
like the water-reclamation system, the
conveyor belts, and the chemical delivery
systems. We recognize the value in having an
experienced and specialized internal team carry
out this aspect of a new build. The amount of
sacrifice, grit, and long hours these guys put into
this building is unmatched. Often working six
days a week, they were here every day by 7:00
am ready to keep pushing towards completion.
While there were more contributors, the key
Installation Team Members were Nathan
Swofford, Daniel Swofford, Isaac Smith, Josh
Harman, Ben Hurst, Chris James, Shawn Lee,
Donnie Ferguson, and Tyler LeMarr. The group
is comprised of diverse backgrounds in
mechanical systems, welding, plumbing,
electrical systems, and other trades. When you
pair that with their embodiment of our core
values, they are a dynamic group. Our company
would not be able to provide state-of-the-art
facilities without them.

VIP NIGHT
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When our team sits down around the dinner
table this holiday season with family, they
will be able to show off pictures from our
Maumelle VIP Night event that will help all
concerned family members feel a little better
about their loved ones working at a carwash.
As evidenced by this event, this is not just
another carwash. It truly is remarkably
different. Put on by the Splash Marketing
Team, this event will always remain a
memorable one for our team and
community. With over 300 guests, live
music, a catered meal, additional food trucks,
carnival games, a 360-degree photo booth,
and craft coffee, this event was a smashing
success. Guests enjoyed an unexpected
evening at the carwash and were even sent
off with Splash teddy bears to take home to
their kids. It was truly spectacular.

EVENT RECAP VIDEO

MEET THE
TEAM
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When opening a facility of this magnitude,
it's crucial to have the "best of the best"
leading the charge. Led by Aaron & Megan,
this crew has stepped up to the plate to serve
our new neighbors as many have already
stopped in to see what all the buzz is about.
Megan was previously at Chick-Fil-A before
coming to lead our team at our Cabot
location. When presented with the
opportunity to do the same here, she was
eager to get started. Aaron began with the
company as an hourly SWAT team member,
vacuuming cars. Through the years, he's
always risen to the challenge, and in turn, has
been afforded many opportunities to take on
more responsibility. Without the leadership
of these two, we wouldn't have been able to
open with such excellence. Seeing our new
Maumelle team come together to do
something that hadn't been done in our
company's history was really special to
watch!

SPLASH MAUMELLE

BY THE NUMBERS
11 TONS

OF STRUCTURAL STEEL

ADDED TO THE BUILDING

500 FEET

LED LIGHTS INSIDE
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OF THE BUILDING

24 COMPANIES
DIFFERENT LOCAL

WORKING ON THE PROJECT

38,204

TOTAL SQUARE FEET

DEEPEST POINT EXCAVATED

10 FEET

BELOW THE FLOOR

27,360

PAVERS INSTALLED

ADDITIONAL FEATURES
INDOOR VACUUMS

INDOOR KIDS PARK

INDOOR WASH TUNNEL

3 CONVEYOR BELTS

SPLASH IN THE NEWS
PUBLIC PRESS RELEASE | AUGUST 2022

ARKANSAS’ LARGEST CAR WASH
OPENING IN MAUMELLE
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LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (Aug. 29, 2022) – Arkansas-based Splash Carwash
plans to unveil its newest location – a 38,000-square-foot indoor facility
in Maumelle, opening it’s doors for business on Wednesday, August 31st.
Justin Bentley at Colliers | Arkansas provided brokerage services for the
new location and Bradford Gaines with Colliers provided development
management.
The new facility, located at 117 Audubon Dr., will be one of the nation’s
largest and will include a car wash tunnel, express interior cleaning bays,
indoor vacuums, an indoor children’s park, a state-of-the-art water
reclamation system, energy saving motors, license plate recognition
technology, a relaxing, kid-friendly lobby with refreshments, and an on
site 10-minute oil facility.
“This new Maumelle location will allow us to impact more young people
within our company and to provide more jobs within our community. This
site will also provide another convenient location for our Unlimited
Members to wash at and will give our new customers in Maumelle an
opportunity to experience our commitment to serving them well.”, says
Paul Stagg, President/CEO at Splash.
“Our firm is thrilled to partner with Splash on multiple sites across
Arkansas to develop state-of-the-art car wash facilities,” Gaines said.
“Splash is committed to providing exceptional service to their customers
and car washes of this caliber are always a great addition to our local
communities.”
Splash recently announced 26 upcoming Arkansas locations, which will
bring their total to 40 car washes across the state. This growth includes
sixteen that are currently under development in northwest Arkansas,
eight in development in central Arkansas, and two recent acquisitions in
Ft. Smith. The company will add hundreds of team members to its
growing team as these sites near completion.

FORT
SMITH
With the opening of our Maumelle
location, these two locations slid a little
under the radar. Splash has recently
executed its first acquisition, adding
two express wash tunnels in Fort Smith.
We are still in the early phases of
bringing these locations up to brand
standards but have begun phase one,
which primarily was focused on
converting the on-site technology to
Sonny's Controls Systems. The addition
of touchless kiosks and license plate
recognition has already proven to
provide a better customer experience
for the existing Fort Smith customers.
The next few months will include
further equipment and signage
improvements. Most importantly, this
allows for two additional convenient
locations for our Unlimited Wash Pass
members to utilize when in the area.

Russellville

(2610 E Main St.)

Greenbrier

(98 S Broadview)

Sherwood

(3610 E Kiehl Ave.)
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NEXT LOCATIONS

W. LITTLE
ROCK
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A highly anticipated location we've been
working on has an end in sight. Aligning
with many of the features found at the
recently opened location in Maumelle,
our West Little Rock location off of
Chenal Pkwy. will be completed in
December or January after receiving
confirmation on the expected delivery of
a required electrical part needed. With
West Little Rock being home for so many
of our team members, it is primed for an
exciting opening. The facility is 35,000
sq. ft. and is taking the place of the
previous Altitude Trampoline Park
located at 15701 Chenal Pkwy. This
location is equipped with a double wash
tunnel, two interior cleaning conveyor
belts, EV charging, a small indoor kids'
park, and indoor vacuums. Along with
Maumelle, this location will hold a spot in
the top 10 largest carwashes in the
country.

MORE GROWTH
With over 10 additional locations in
the pipeline, stay-tuned for more
new-location announce-ments! Each
location represents new communities
we're able to serve and new jobs for
the people of those communities.,
This growth will also allow us to
further take care of our team and
provide growth opportunity. Lastly,
these openings are an added value
for our Unlimited Members.

THE
SPLASH
DIFFERNCE
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Oftentimes, the best way to describe something is to tell a story. Our Conway
Management team shared the following story, and we knew it was the perfect
story to bring our catch-phrase, "The Splash Difference", to life.
"The Tuesday after Labor Day, we found a lady in really poor condition that had
been left alone in our self-service wash bay. She had slept all night there, taking
shelter from the rain. Bryce Rhodes, a team member arrived for his Travel
Guide shift the next morning. Without instruction to do so, he took it upon
himself to care of her that day. He bought her some essentials, bought her a
fresh meal, helped locate her family members in Idaho and Nevada, and went
on to contact a 30 day shelter in the community for her to find refuge at until
she could get home with family. He truly showed what Splash is about by
taking care of this women in need.
Bryce is simply amazing! He knows how to operate all positions at our location
and brings a calming, collected presence to our team. He is great with guests
and loves 'figuring things out'. When the managers were challenged to identify
a team member to specifically take responsibility over customer care, it was a
no brainer! Since giving Bryce that responsibility, we have seen a noticeable
improvement in customer experience. I would not trade Bryce for anything...he
is GREAT!"
- Summer Hutchinson, Conway General Manager

SMILING FACES OF SPLASH

SMILING FACES OF SPLASH

EXCELLENCE

